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What are cardiovascular diseases?

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are a group of disorders of the heart and blood vessels. 



What is the importance of cardiovascular disease detection?

 According to reports from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), heart disease remains 

the leading cause of death in the United States, ahead of cancer and COVID-19.

 The WHO report estimates that over 23.3 million people will die annually from cardiovascular diseases 

by 2030.

 The most important behavioural risk factors of heart disease and stroke are genetic factor (cholostrol), 

environmental factor( smoking , physical inactivity), behavioral factors (alcohol, stress) and other 

disease( thyroid disease, kidney disease), age factor.



 electrocardiograms (ECG): not entirely reliable to diagnose cardiac vascular diseases
 electrocardiography chest X-rays: low sensitivity and specificity
 Echocardiograms: difficult to perform in an emergency 
 Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA)

Current diagnostic tools to detect cardiovascular diseases in clinical settings



Early detection of any of these diseases allows for better life-saving therapeutic intervention 

and can also reduce health care costs.

Rapid

Reliable

Real-time analysis

High selectivity

High sensitivity

Portable 

Flexible 

Small 

How can the burden of cardiovascular diseases be reduced?



What is Biosensor?

 Sample (Analyte or Substrate) 

 Signal Processing Device

 Bio-recognition Element 

 Transducer



Diagram of a Biosensor



what is Nano biosensors?



Selectivity

Sensitivity

specificity

Stability

Response time

Recovery time



 Based on bioreceptor: antibody-based biosensor, aptamer-based biosensor

 Based on transducers: electrochemical, optical, pressure

 Lateral flow assay

 Microfluidic paper-based sensors

 biochip  

Biomarker

Signal

Classical of biosensor

 Pulse wave monitoring

 PPG

 PCG

 ECG



Biomarker Signal



What do you want to detect?

 Molecule

Protein, peptide

POC tests



History

1960
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Aspartate Transaminase (AST) for acute myocardial infarction (AMI)  detection

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) 

Creatine kinase (CK) 

Myoglobin



Cardiac troponins(cTn) biomarker

cTn sensing has become the golden standard myocardial infarction diagnosis, owing to its 

production only in the case of direct damage of the myocardium





Biological elements



Antibody/antigen(Immunosensor):



Antibody/antigen(Immunosensor):

 high specificity between an antibody and antigen

LOD: 100 ng/mL within 2 min LOD: 0.01 ng/ mL







Aptasensor



How to detect cardiac biomarkers?



Electrochemical Nanobiosensor

 sensing mechanism: electrical and chemical

 Advantages: real time detection, high sensitivity, cheap Instrument

 Disadvantage: limited temperature range



Electrochemical Nanobiosensor



Optical Nanobiosensor



Pressure Nanobiosensor





 Disadvantage: Limited space on lateral flow 

strips,  a high number of required samples, 

reduced measurement sensitivity

Lateral flow assay (LFA)





 Advantage: more suitable for large-scale 

clinical needs, large sample size testing,

Microfluidic paper-based device (μPAD)

 Advantage: large sample size testing

Biochip array



Implantable Cardiac Sensing Devices (CIED)

 sensing mechanism: mechanical and electrical and optical

 CIED can directly capture physiological parameters, convert them to electrical signals, and wirelessly 

transmit the data for display and processing.

 Advantages: particularly suitable for long-term postsurgical care; real-time monitoring

 disadvantage: risk for infection; invasiveness; limited device lifespan; need for power-harvesting feature



Signal sensor 





Flexible piezoresistive sensor

Flexible pressure sensor

Flexible self-powered pressure sensor

Flexible capacitive pressure sensor

Pulse wave monitoring



 Flexible piezoresistive sensors are used for pulse wave monitoring

 Ji et al constructed a solid microdome array dual conductive layer sensor using cyclohexane 

polydimethylsiloxane (CPDMS)/AgNWs. 

Pulse wave monitoring: piezoresistive sensors 



 Flexible self-powered pressure(do not require an external power supply) sensors are used for pulse wave monitoring

advantages : direct risk indication; self-monitoring; highly reproducible

Disadvantages: accuracy affected by body movement

 Chen et al. reported an electrostatic nanogenerator-based self-powered pressure sensor based on hierarchical elastomer 

microstructures (HEM) 

Pulse wave monitoring: self-powered pressure sensors



Flexible capacitive pressure sensors are used for pulse wave monitoring.

 The change of capacitance can be used to detect the change of pressure.

 rapid dynamic response,  outstanding temperature insensitivity,  low power consumption

Pulse wave monitoring : capacitive pressure sensors



 sensing mechanism: optical 

 measures changes in blood volume in the vessels by reflecting from the skin

 The flexible PPG method mainly starts from two aspects:

1. integrated chips on a flexible material substrate

2. flexible organic light-emitting materials and photosensitive materials

 Advantages: less expensive instrument; easy wearable device integration; no electrical interference

 disadvantages: need ECG signals as references; less suitable for heart rate variability measurement; long 

setting time

Flexible photoplethysmography (PPG) 





Flexible Phonocardiography (PCG)

 sensing mechanism: acoustic

 Cardiac auscultation (Heart sound signals) an provide 

valuable information about heart valve function and 

hemodynamics and yield many cardiac conditions such as 

arrhythmias, valve disease, and heart failure.

 Heart sound sensors are mainly produced from the direction 

of miniaturization and flexibility.

 Advantages :without the need for direct contact with the skin

,With the stretchable composite transducer, the recordings had a 

much better signal-to-noise profile, cheap instruments; no 

electrical interference

Disadvantages : bulky microphones: accuracy affected by 

background noises

 Filter: to remove unwanted signals, e.g., breathing sounds, 

ambient noise.

Simultaneous recording of ECG (using commercial electrodes attached directly on the skin) and PCG 
(recorded with the water–silicone composite transducer) signals showing functional agreement.





Flexible ECG

 sensing mechanism: electrical

 ECG signal is a typical electrophysiological (EP) signal that can reflect CVD and 

is most commonly used in clinical practice.

Advantages: more accurate and comprehensive information; short setting time

Disadventage: need for reliable electrodes attachment; electrical interference; 

accuracy affected by body movement

 Traditionally: using of conductive gel and an Ag/AgCl electrode. 

 Recently: flexible dry electrodes to have a high signal-to-noise ratio, softness, 

stretchability and intimate contact with the skin (as Ag nanowires, Au, graphene, 

conductive polymers)

TPU



Cardiac biosensors: where are they on the market?
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